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Introduction 

In September 2017, hurricanes Irma and Maria wreaked havoc throughout the Caribbean. While 

St. Eustatius was largely spared with relatively little damage, the two storms generated rough sea 

conditions around the island which caused major shifting of sand on the sea floor. This revealed a 

previously unknown historic shipwreck site close to the Triple Wreck dive site in Oranje Bay.


Scubaqua Dive Center staff first encountered extensive archaeological remains a few days after 

hurricane Maria when they assessed the Triple Wreck site. They contacted the author on October 

8, 2017, informing him that large amounts of sand were moved and numerous archaeological 

artifacts were exposed. A student field school was set up in order to document the site in detail 

before it was covered again by sand, and to preserve any fragile artifacts that were exposed. 


The student field school was held on this shipwreck site three times, in January 2018, January 

2019, and January 2020. During the field schools, all archaeological remains visible on the sea 

floor were mapped and documented in detail. This report contains the results of these field 

campaigns and provides an in-depth analysis of the site.


Natural and physical setting 

SE-504 is located 800 meters from shore in Oranje Bay on St. Eustatius’ leeward side. The site is 

between 18 and 19 meters deep and is bordered by an elongated coral reef on its southwestern 

side and a sandy sea floor on all other sides. The site itself is relatively flat, resting mostly on a sea 

floor composed of rocks and sand, with the exception of several rocky outcrops in the northern 
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Figure 1. The location of SE-504 in Oranje Bay, marked by the red dot. Source: Google Earth.



and central parts. The reef and rocky outcrops are overgrown with a variety of corals and 

sponges. The visible part of the site is 60 meters long and 13.5 meters wide, and oriented roughly 

north-south. Marine life on and around the site further consists of a variety of reef fish, southern 

stingrays (Hypanus americanus), nurse sharks (Ginglymostoma cirratum), green turtles (Chelonia 

mydas), great barracudas (Sphyraena barracuda), and bottom dwellers such as queen conch 

(Lobatus gigas) and spiny lobsters (Panulirus argus).


Water conditions at the site are generally very good. Water temperature ranges from 25°C in 

March to 29°C in September. Visibility is usually between 20 and 30 meters, but occasionally 

dropping to as low as 10 meters during heavy swells. Current can come from the north or south 

and is usually absent or mild, but can occasionally be strong.


Historical background 

After a long Amerindian occupation, St. Eustatius was first permanently settled by the Dutch in 

1636. The island initially developed similarly to most other plantation colonies. Settlers grew 

tobacco, sugar cane, and various other crops. In 1756 the Dutch turned to their commercial 

instincts and made the island into a free port. This resulted in an increase in trade activities and 

the construction of a mile-long strip of warehouses, merchant homes, shops, brothels, and 

taverns on the island’s leeward side. Shipping increased greatly, with over 3,000 vessels per year 

calling at the island in the 1770s and 1780s. These came from all over the Atlantic World to trade 

a variety of goods. During the American War of Independence (1775-1783), St. Eustatius supplied 

the North American rebels with copious amounts of war materiel to fight the British. This led to the 

Fourth Anglo-Dutch War (1780-1784) and the sacking of St. Eustatius by the British in 1781. 

French rule in 1795 signaled the end of free trade. This caused merchants to move to other free 

ports and St. Eustatius’ economy to decline. After 22 changes of flag between the Dutch, French, 

and English, Dutch rule was permanently reinstated in 1816. The end of the slave trade, decrease 

in sugar prices, and the eventual abolition of slavery caused the island’s economy to decline even 

further throughout the nineteenth century. By the early twentieth century, St. Eustatius had 

become an almost forgotten colony (Stelten 2019).
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Figure 2. Lower Town and the roadstead as it appeared in 1774. Source: SECAR collection.



Previous research 

In 1986, archaeologists from the College of William & Mary and East Carolina University 

conducted a magnetometer survey of approximately 2.5 km² in Oranje Bay and Gallows Bay. The 

magnetometer identified magnetic signatures generated by iron artifacts on the sea floor, and in 

this way the locations of two shipwreck sites were determined (Bequette 1986). Two other 

shipwrecks were located during visual surveys of the harbor area. These sites were named 

SE-501, SE-502, SE-504, and SE-505. Documentation and excavation of the wreck sites was 

conducted in 1987 and 1988 (Bequette 1992).


The SE-504 wreck site is known among recreational divers as part of the Triple Wreck dive site. 

According to previous researchers, the site is 61 meters long and 12 meters wide, and oriented in 

a north-south direction along its main axis. The site is situated on a sandy bottom at a depth of 19 

meters. According to the previous researchers, the site consists of a ballast pile in the shape of a 

ship’s hull and a small area of ballast scatter on the eastern side. No test excavations were 

conducted at this site due to time constraints. A broken anchor was found on the southeastern 

part of the site, with part of the shank and one arm visible and the other arm embedded in the 

ballast pile. The researchers removed some of the sand in order to find the fluke on the buried 

arm, which they located 12 centimeters deep in the ballast pile. While doing this, they removed 

pieces of wood, bricks, and rocks, and found a small intact rice bowl beneath the anchor. It is 

believed that the anchor became hooked on the wreckage and had to be cut free, indicating that 

it postdates the wreck. 


As will be demonstrated in this report, the current research indicates that the 61 meter long 

structure at SE-504, deemed to be a ballast pile by previous researchers, is almost certainly not a 

ballast pile.
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Research methodology 

Fieldwork 

During three field seasons, a total of 27 students were involved in the field work (six in 2018, 

eleven in 2019, and ten in 2020). Each season, eight research dives were conducted. On average, 

dives comprised of 40 minutes of working time, meaning a total of 264 dives were made for a 

total duration of 176 research hours. The site was accessed by boat which attached to a mooring 

located a short two-minute swim from the site. Students were supervised by two archaeologists 

at all times to ensure the work was carried out correctly. In addition, Scubaqua Dive Center 

provided two safety divers who were in the water on every dive.


The site was georeferenced by putting a pin in the sea floor in the central part of the site which 

served as a fixed point (see Appendix). On a dive with no current, a surface marker buoy on a line 

was attached to this pin and the GPS coordinates were taken from the dive boat which positioned 

itself next to the surface marker buoy. The accuracy of the GPS coordinate is 3 meters.


The site was divided into three areas; each field season, a different area was documented (see 

Appendix). Each field season consisted of a number of steps:


- Fanning and tagging: While many artifacts were visible on the sea floor, some were partly 

covered in sand. These were cleaned by gentle hand fanning. All exposed artifacts were then 

given a bright yellow tag with a unique number.


- Photography: All artifacts were photographed in situ with scale bar and north arrow and also 

without. Overview pictures of the site and of people working were taken as well.


- Photogrammetry: A 3D photogrammetric model of each area was created. This was carried out 

by buddy teams whereby one person operated the camera and the other person directed the 

team and ensured their depth did not fluctuate too much. Photos were taken top down in a U-

pattern with at least a 70% overlap. Around rocky outcrops, oblique photos were taken as well. 

Orthomosaics were generated from the resulting 3D models. The models served to document 

the site in the greatest possible detail and to provide baseline documentation to which future 

changes to the site can be analyzed.


- Mapping: With the exception of several rocky outcrops, the site exhibits very little elevation 

differences. It was therefore decided to use the baseline method to map the wreck site. Each 

individual artifact was mapped. In addition, important landmarks such as rocky outcrops were 

mapped as well. These measurements were then transferred to DECAL PS 097 millimeter 

drawing paper to a scale of 1:50. Over the course of three field seasons, three different 

baselines were laid to cover the entire site. These were all mapped in relation to each other to 

ensure the final drawings were accurately combined.


- Depth recording: Sea floor depths were recorded across the site to provide topographical 

information.


- Artifact recovery: A select number of artifacts were recovered from the site. These were 

selected based on the criteria outlined in Figure 3.
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Lab work 

Conservation 

Artifacts selected for recovery were placed in ziploc bags which were then put into a mesh bag. 

Only a few artifacts were placed in a mesh bag at a time; fragile and heavy artifacts were 

recovered separately. On the boat, artifacts were immediately placed in a salt water container in 

which they remained until reaching the lab. Here they were moved to fresh water baths to 

desalinate. Water salinity was monitored closely with a TDS meter and water was changed 

multiple times over the course of several days or weeks until salinity did not increase anymore. At 

this point, the artifacts were desalinated. 


Glass and glazed ceramic artifacts encrusted with calcium carbonate deposits were then put in 

vinegar baths (5% acidity) in order to dissolve said deposits. Unglazed ceramics, bricks, tiles, and 

clay tobacco pipes were not put in vinegar baths unless they were heavily encrusted, in which 

case they were put in a 50% vinegar solution (2.5% acidity) for a short period of time. After the 

vinegar baths, artifacts were gently cleaned with toothbrushes and remaining deposits carefully 

removed with dentist tools. Intact glass bottles filled with sediment were placed into longer 

vinegar baths and emptied as much as possible by gently removing sediment with wooden tools. 

Metal artifacts were treated differently after desalination. These were cleaned carefully with dentist 

tools, and then put in a 5% sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) solution and wrapped in aluminium 
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Figure 3. Flow chart used to determine which artifacts were recovered.



foil. The solution and aluminium foil were changed regularly. The metal artifacts are still in 

conservation at the time of writing.


A conservation log was kept for each artifact which outlines which steps were taken, at what 

times, who was involved in conservation, and what changes occurred to the artifact during each 

step. Photos of the artifacts were taken after each step in the conservation process.


Data management 

All artifacts were entered into a data log. This file contains all relevant information for each artifact, 

including a unique number, material, description and comments, baseline and offset 

measurements, and whether it was photographed and recovered. All photos were entered into a 

photo list, which includes a unique photo ID (file name), artifact ID, type of photo taken, artifact 

material and description, photo direction, photographer, and date taken.


During the first two seasons, underwater artifact photos were taken with an Olympus TG-4 

camera at a resolution of 16 megapixels and a built-in flash. During the last season, a GoPro 

HERO 7 with two 10,000 lumen video lights was used at a resolution of 12 megapixels. For 

photogrammetry, an Olympus EM1 mark 2 and 8-18mm wide angle zoom lens was used. 

Photogrammetry pictures were taken at a resolution of 20 megapixels with a custom white 

balance. Photogrammetric models were created using Agisoft Metashape.


The site map was created by stitching the orthomosaics for each season and then overlaying 

scans of the analog drawings. This was used as a base layer in Adobe Illustrator, from which all 

artifacts and landmarks were drawn digitally.


Public outreach 

After each field season, a public presentation of the research results was held at CNSI. All 

students participated in this. Several students gave powerpoint presentations on the historical 
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Figure 4. Orthomosaic derived from the 3D model of the January 2018 research area. Note the barrel 

hoops in the center for reference.



background, research methodology, site interpretation, the conservation process, and research 

results. Others manned certain ‘stations’ where attendees could learn more about 

photogrammetry, drawing, and see the recovered artifacts on display. This way, the research 

results and the importance of underwater cultural heritage were shared with a large number of 

people. This also generated several articles in the local newspaper The Daily Herald. On February 

12, 2020, an exhibition on St. Eustatius’ maritime archaeology was opened at CNSI by the 

authors. A substantial part of the exhibition consists of the SE-504 research results and artifacts 

(Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Exhibition on maritime archaeology and the SE-504 shipwreck site at CNSI.



Research results 

Detailed mapping of the site over the course of three field seasons has found that the visible part 

is 60 meters long and 13.5 meters wide. It consists of a dense concentration of artifacts that shed 

light on the nature of the wreck, its age, and shipboard life. The site plan can be found in the 

Appendix. Each artifact type is marked with a different color on the map. Artifacts visible on the 

orthomosaic base layer are traced; those not visible are marked by a triangle. All artifacts 

discussed in the text are numbered on the site plan.


Ballast 

Ballast refers to any material placed in the bottommost portion of a ship to lower its center of 

gravity in order to improve ship handling and sailing balance. The use of building materials as 

commercial ballast on colonial period ships is well documented (Borrelli and Harris 2016:11). The 

demand for building materials in overseas colonies such as St. Eustatius caused some vessels to 

allocate a significant amount of cargo space to floor tiles, roof tiles, and especially bricks. On St. 

Eustatius, yellow bricks are most abundant. These were used for general building purposes; walls, 

floors, cisterns, and kilns could all be made of yellow bricks. The eighteenth-century synagogue, 

weighing house, and several other structures in Lower Town were made almost entirely of yellow 

bricks. A warehouse excavated by the author in 2013 even contained an intact yellow brick floor.


Ballast in the form of construction materials is very prominent across the site. A total of 302 yellow 

ballast bricks were recorded on the sea floor, but many more are likely to be present under the 

sand. The fact that none were held together by mortar or even had mortar attached rules out the 

possibility that these bricks were part of the ship’s galley. The site plan shows a clear 

concentration of bricks in the central and northern part of the site. The density of bricks drops in 

the southern part of the site, with almost none present at the southernmost part. A 20% sample of 

bricks (n=60) across the site was measured in order to determine their age and origin (Table X).





These results indicate that the yellow bricks are the so-called IJsselsteentjes of Dutch 

manufacture, as Danish and Spanish yellow bricks are generally much larger (Borrelli and Harris 

2016:12). Yellow bricks of similar size have been found on seventeenth- and early eighteenth-

century Dutch shipwreck sites (Borrelli and Harris 2016:13). A study of yellow bricks used in 

buildings in the Dutch city of Leiden found that bricks of the average dimensions on SE-504 were 

generally used from the mid-seventeenth to the first quarter of the eighteenth century, after which 

they become significantly larger (Orsel 2386). The bricks were thus likely manufactured no later 

than the early eighteenth century.
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Table 1. Brick dimensions based on a sample of 60 yellow bricks.



One yellow brick recovered from the site was found to be much larger than all the others, 

measuring 226 mm long, 110 mm wide, and 40 mm thick. This could either be a Danish yellow 

brick of the Flensburger type, or a mid- to late eighteenth-century Dutch brick. Three fragments of 

roof tile and seven floor tiles / floor tile fragments further indicate that the vessel was carrying a 

variety of construction materials as ballast.


One other artifact that is interpreted as being part of the ship’s ballast is an anchor piece, 

consisting of an arm and fluke. Several anchor pieces have been found around the island by the 

author over the years. These are, however, always found stuck underneath rocky ledges. When 

ships’ anchors got stuck underneath these ledges, one of their arms would sometimes break off 

as a result of the force pulling on it. The anchor piece in question, however, is laying on top of the 

site and is not stuck. It could have been dislodged during hurricanes Irma or Maria, but given its 

depth and weight, that seems unlikely. A more plausible scenario is that the anchor piece was part 

of the ship’s ballast and that it was intended to be sold as scrap iron. It was not possible to date 

the anchor piece or determine its place of manufacture as it possesses too few characteristics to 

do so.


A large area of the site is covered in rocks of varying sizes, most notably the central part that 

contains the highest density of bricks. These rocks may have also been used as ballast, but as no 

petrographic analysis was conducted, this could not be confirmed.
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Figure 6. The anchor piece that was most likely used as ballast. Scale: 20 cm.



Metal 

Various types of metal artifacts were encountered on the site. Most numerous are heavily 

concreted ferrous objects (n=75), most of which are interpreted as fittings and fasteners such as 

nails and spikes used in the construction of the vessel’s hull. One of these was recovered. At least 

five concreted metal objects on the site are interpreted as barrel hoops or barrel hoop fragments, 

but there may be more fragments present that were not interpreted as such. The wooden barrels 

these hoops were originally part of may have held supplies such as food and water, but they could 

have also been used to transport Caribbean produce such as sugar and rum. The intact and 

nearly intact hoops next to artifact 7 are 75 centimeters in diameter.


Other metal artifacts found and recovered are comprised of crew items, including a pewter spoon, 

pewter plate, and two shoe buckles. Pewter spoons and plates were widely used on ships in the 

colonial period. Shoe buckles were used throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

Starting as utilitarian objects, over time they became larger, more rounded, and more elaborately 

decorated as their use shifted to becoming true fashion items. A collection of shoe buckles found 

on the roadstead and curated by SECAR indicates that their use was widespread by sailors 

calling at St. Eustatius.


Of particular interest is a copper-alloy half ankle shackle found in the central part of the site. On 

one end, the object contains a hinge which originally connected the other half, while the other end 

features an extension for a pinhole to lock the two halves. Attached to the artifact half way is a 

metal ring which was used to attach this shackle to another one. This object could have been 

used to restrict the movement of misbehaving sailors or enslaved people. While the shackle half is 

not an indicator that this vessel was carrying human cargo, it opens up the possibility that it may 

have. Additional similar finds are necessary to make more definitive conclusions about this topic. 
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Figure 7. Close-up of the barrel hoops in the eastern part of the site as shown on Figure 4. Scale: 20 cm.
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Figure 8. Metal artifacts, clockwise from top left: shoe buckle (artifact 591), shoe buckle (artifact 29), 

spoon (artifact 13).

Figure 9. Ankle shackle half, artifact 101.



 

Tobacco pipes 

Twenty-three tobacco pipe fragments were documented, most of which are pipe stems. Five 

tobacco pipe bowls were recovered that provide useful date ranges. Pipe bowls 73, 579, and 616 

exhibited heel marks that indicate their place of manufacture is the Dutch city of Gouda (Figure 

10). Pipe fragments are distributed unevenly on the site; most are found in the northern and 

central western sides. 


Glass 

One wound pentagonal blue glass bead was found in the western part of the site. This particular 

type of bead predominates on St. Eustatius, and has been found on many different terrestrial 

sites. Under water, it is most often found at the site of the Blue Bead Wreck (Stelten 2019:77). It 

was classified as the WIIf*(d) type by Karklins and Barka (Karklins & Barka 1989). Their abundance 

on St. Eustatius suggests that this particular type of bead was either especially popular with the 

local population or that Statia was a major distribution point for them (Karklins & Barka 1989:67). 

It is said that these ‘Statia blue beads’ were used as a type of currency by the enslaved 

population and were worn as body ornaments on necks, arms, and legs. It is very difficult to 

surmise how this bead ended up on a ship anchored on the roadstead. On St. Eustatius, slaves 

were involved in shuttling goods between ships and shore. Given the beads’ popularity with, and 

significance for, the island’s enslaved population, it is likely that slaves involved in the transport of 

goods were wearing blue beads. With the close connection between those wearing the beads and 

ships anchored in the roadstead, there was a substantial chance of one ending up on a ship 

through a myriad of ways.
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Figure 10. Clay tobacco pipe bowls. From top to bottom: artifact 73, 579, 616.
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Figure 11. A variety of glass artifacts. 

Top row (bottles) from left to right: 

artifact 1, 2, 891, 53. Center row 

(bottle fragments) from left to right: 

artifact 12, 23, 17. Bottom row 

(stemware) from left to right: artifact 

91, 65, 3.



Three fragments of stemware were found in the northern part of the site (Figure 11). Their 

decorations confine them to a relatively narrow date range. All other glass finds are comprised of 

bottles and bottle fragments. Two intact Dutch onion bottles were found and recovered, one in the 

site’s central part and one to the north of the site in the sand (Figure 11). Other bottle fragments 

include the base and neck of Dutch onion bottles, the neck and shoulder of a British wine bottle, 

and the base of a case bottle. Two younger bottles were recovered as well, but given their much 

later date than all other artifacts on the site, these are interpreted as intrusive artifacts that ended 

up on the site during the hurricanes. 


Life on St. Eustatius was characterized by excessive drinking (Stelten 2019:124). Moreover, 

shipboard life has long been associated closely with the consumption of alcohol. Logs of ships 

anchored at St. Eustatius contain countless accounts of drunk and misbehaving sailors. It is 

therefore not surprising to find alcohol containers on the site. Given their relatively low number, it 

is unlikely that they constituted cargo.
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Figure 12. Artifact 900, a decorated tin-glazed earthenware plate.



Ceramics 

The assemblage of ceramic artifacts encountered on the site consists of items used by the crew 

to prepare and consume food. Most striking are the tin-glazed earthenwares which are elaborately 

decorated with hand-painted motifs. These consist of sizeable fragments of plates, bowls, and 

chargers. Of particular interest is a fairly intact plate with a representation of an as of yet 

unidentified figure on it, which is most likely a saint (Figure 13). 
1

Several fragments of salt-glazed stoneware jars and mugs were found. Of particular interest is a 

fragment of a jug containing a GR (George Rex; King George I or II) inscription (Figure 13). Only 

two fragments of porcelain were encountered, both of which are rim fragments of small saucers 

(Figure 14). It is likely that these higher-quality ceramics were used by the highest-ranking people 

on board.


One of the most numerous type of ceramic encountered is unrefined lead-glazed and salt-glazed 

earthenwares used in the preparation, storage, and serving of food. Due to the prolonged and 

widespread use of these types of vessels, it is not possible to assign a useful, narrow date range 

to these objects.


Given the large variety in ceramic types found on the site, it is unlikely that they constituted cargo, 

but were used by the ship’s crew instead. A total of 64 ceramic fragments were found. With the 

exception of the site’s southernmost extremity, these were encountered across the entire site. 


 

 Religious depictions are frequently found on tin-glazed tiles.1
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Figure 13. Left: artifact 651, a stoneware fragment containing a GR inscription. Right: artifact 57, a 

ceramic lid decorated with a floral pattern.
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Figure 14. Clockwise from top left: porcelain saucer fragments (artifacts 99 (top) and 890 (bottom)), 

unrefined earthenware jar fragment with interior green lead glaze (artifact 805), tin-glazed earthenware 

plate fragment with a scenic design (artifact 669).



Site interpretation and conclusions 

The SE-504 shipwreck 

SE-504 is interpreted as a shipwreck site. Several lines of evidence point to this. First, had the site 

been a random collection of artifacts thrown overboard from ships in the roadstead over time, the 

assemblage would have been much more varied. Most importantly, given the fact that the island’s 

economy reached its zenith in the 1770s and 1780s and most ships called at the island at this 

time, there would have been an abundance of late eighteenth-century white-bodied earthenwares 

in the site’s assemblage. The fact that no late eighteenth-century white-bodied earthenwares are 

present in the assemblage strongly suggests that the site was covered by a layer of sand shortly 

after it was formed, thereby preventing the intrusion of later artifacts. Moreover, the date range of 

several artifacts in the assemblage is very narrow, suggesting a mid-eighteenth-century date for 

the time of wrecking. Second, the site contains several indicators of a shipwreck site. The site 

consists of at least 302 yellow bricks used as ballast inside the hold of ships. There is also an 

abundance of metal fragments present on the site. Most of these are interpreted as nails and 

fasteners that held the wooden hull of the ship together. One of these was recovered. 


The current research has indicated that the 61 meter long structure at SE-504, interpreted as a 

ballast pile by previous researchers, is almost certainly not a ballast pile. The main concentration 

of ballast, in the form of bricks, tiles, an anchor piece, and possibly stones, is located northeast of 

this structure. This is where artifact density is the highest. Artifact and brick density around the 61 

meter long structure is very low. It is therefore highly likely that this structure is a natural rocky 

outcrop on the sandy bottom.


Dating 

In total, 28 recovered artifacts provide useful date ranges (Figure 15). As can be seen in the graph, 

artifacts 1 (dip molded bottle), 2 (free blown bottle), and 533 (clay tobacco pipe) are outliers in that 

they do not conform to the tight mean date range formed by the other artifacts. Given their young 

age, these are considered to be intrusive artifacts and therefore not to be part of the site’s 

assemblage. Bottles 1 and 2 were almost certainly deposited on the site during hurricanes Irma 

and Maria. The same may be true for artifact 533, but given this pipe bowl’s older age, it could 

also have been present at this location already at the time the vessel wrecked.


What is perhaps most striking about the site’s artifact assemblage is the fact that no late 

eighteenth-century white-bodied earthenwares, beginning with creamware in 1762, are present. 

These ceramic types are abundant on the majority of archaeological sites on St. Eustatius, 

including the roadstead, as the island reached its economic apogee from the 1770s to the early 

1790s. During this time, population numbers and ship arrivals were highest. The fact that these 

ceramic types are not represented in the assemblage of SE-504 strongly suggests that the site 

predates 1762.


The red lines in the dating graph mark the date range in which all artifacts, except for the three 

outliers, fall. This date range, 1740-1760, indicates the time period during which the ship most 

likely wrecked.
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The ship and its wrecking 

Designating a nationality to the ship based on the artifact assemblage that has been analyzed is 

very problematic as objects produced in one country could be used by people from all over the 

Atlantic World. Moreover, no documentary records were found that provide clues as to the 

identification of the ship, nor were any identifying objects such as a bell found. Therefore, no 

attempt will be made to assign a nationality to the ship.


The vessel might had only just arrived on St. Eustatius, as its crew did not have time to offload (all 

of) the ballast yet. Construction materials such as bricks and tiles were in high demand on St. 

Eustatius as evidenced by the large numbers used in historic buildings. Therefore, chances are 

high they were intended to be offloaded on the island. Given the high concentration of ballast and 

artifacts in the central and northern parts of the site, it is likely that the ship sank in this location. 

The relatively high density of metal in the southern part of the site suggests that the vessel’s hull 
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Figure 15. Date ranges of datable artifacts.



broke up and scattered towards the south, that the vessel came to rest on its side with the keel 

around the northern or central area, or a combination of both.


The area where the vessel sank provides no navigational hazards; the water depth is between 18 

and 19 meters and there are no shallow reefs or shoals in the immediate vicinity. Moreover, there 

are no known naval battles around St. Eustatius in the mid-eighteenth century. The most likely 

reason for sinking is therefore a hurricane. Throughout the colonial period, the island suffered 

many devastating hurricanes. Historical records indicate that dozens of vessels foundered around 

the island during violent storms in the eighteenth century (Stelten 2019:71). During a hurricane in 

1747, it was reported that 68 out of 74 ships at anchor at St. Eustatius sank (The London 

Magazine 1747; Figure 16). Considering the date range of the analyzed artifacts, it is very likely 

that the ship at SE-504 sank during this hurricane.


Site formation processes 

Shipwreck sites are often influenced by many different site formation processes. The SE-504 site 

is no exception to this. The most obvious example is the degradation of most, if not all, wooden 

components of the vessel by the shipworm (Teredo navalis).  The resulting disintegration of the 2

vessel caused many artifacts to be scattered across the site. The absence of late eighteenth- and 

nineteenth-century material culture on the site indicates that shortly after the vessel sank and 

disintegrated, it was covered by a layer of sediment. Hurricanes Irma and Maria removed this 

sediment and thereby exposed the site. The water movement caused by the hurricanes 

undoubtedly also moved artifacts around. This caused intrusive artifacts 1, 2, and possibly 533 to 

be deposited on the site. The hurricanes removed most of the invasive seagrass (Halophila 

stipulacea) from the site and its surrounding area. Over the past two years, it has regenerated and 

is again covering and obscuring large parts of the site.





 There might, however, be wooden hull remains present underneath the ballast and sediment.2
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Figure 16. Historic account of ships wrecking during a hurricane on St. Eustatius.



Since the hurricanes, sand tilefish (Malacanthus plumieri) have started to create piles of rubble to 

cover their burrows on and around the site. This rubble is gathered from surrounding areas and 

often includes small artifacts. Research indicates that male sand tilefish have home ranges 

between 250 and 700 m2 (Clark et al. 1988). Artifacts found in tilefish piles around the site may 

therefore be part of the site’s assemblage, but they may have also been gathered from areas that 

are not part of the site. Artifacts in tilefish piles therefore provide a very low informational value 

and cannot be reliably used in the analysis of SE-504. Given the fact that two tilefish piles are 

bordering the site and many more are found in close proximity, it is likely that sand tilefish have 

removed artifacts from the site.


Concluding remarks 

Research conducted on the SE-504 site thus far has provided much valuable information. The 

recovered artifacts provide a glimpse into shipboard life and are tangible reminders of the lives of 

the people who came to St. Eustatius to trade, resupply, and seek protection from pirates and 

privateers. Very little documentary evidence of specific ships sinking around St. Eustatius exists. 

The current research is a first step in documenting the material reflection of shipping activities and 

wrecking in the greatest detail. This enables researchers to fill in important gaps in the history of 

the island and the greater Caribbean region. 


The visible part of the site is now completely mapped and documented in detail. It is likely that 

many more remains are present underneath the sediment and the visible part of the site. Buried 

remains may even include organic materials such as parts of the ship’s hull. Future extreme 

weather events may move more sand and expose more of the site. These could also greatly 

damage the site now that a significant portion of it is exposed. Future research in the form of test 

trenching can provide more information on the integrity of the site, the type of vessel, the activities 

it was engaged in, and the lives of the people on board.
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